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ONIX from Czech company Pure Flight, which took 
over all aircraft from Phönix Aircraft
(https://www.pure-flight.eu). On both aircraft, the two 
seats are arranged side by side. Both have a motor 
glider design that allows flight times of up to two hours 
thanks to good gliding performance and minimal sink 
rate. “Due to our very efficient and lightweight design, 
we will even offer a version for the French UL class with 
525 kg MTOW”,says Elektra Solar founder and e-Flight 
pioneer CalinGologan. “This aircraft will have fewer bat-
teries, but will still be able to fly for more than an hour 
because our energy consumption when cruising is very 
low.” 
Also on display in Friedrichshafen will be BRM’s Bristel-
lEnergic, which is aiming for EASA Part 23 class (www.
bristell .com), as well as the Diamond eDA 40 trainer 
(www.diamondaircraft.com) and the F2e by Flight De-
sign (www.flightdesign.com). While BristellEnergic, 
Flight Design F2e and PipistrelVelis are based on ultra-
lights, they all have a higher MTOW than the underlying 
ULs due to their heavy battery packs. Flight Design will 
even show the F2e in a version with a fuel cell designed 
by Kasaero as the power source.

IMPORTANT SUPPLIER COMPANIES

On the supplier side, these companies will be present 
at the e-flight Expo:
MGM Compro, which not only supplies the engine and 
the complete electrics for Pure Flight, but is also in-
volved in more than 20 e-flight projects 
(www.mgm-compro.com).
Also in the e-flight hall A7 will be the German company 

Pureflight NIX

Geiger, which not only supplies the forward flight motor 
for the eMagic, but also the drive for the Small AERO 
Ultralight Trike. In addition, Geiger is involved in some 
other developments- such as the Ikarus C42-Electric. 
(www.geigerengineering.de)

ECOMMUTERS IN APPROACH

While several electric trainers are getting ready for use 
the next ger category of electric Aircraft is geting ready 
like Tecnams pVolt or Ampaires EEL. With VoltAeros 
Cassio 1, the first commuter will arrive to this years 
e-flight-expo in flight and also the Hy 4  the fuel cell 
4-seater will pay a visit to the worlds largest General 
aviation show.

EVTOLS FROM UK

With Vertical and Samad two manufacturers of eVTOLs 
from UK show infos on their Products They can be seen 
at their propulsion supplieers, Vertical Aerospace at 
Rolls-Royce and Samad at MGM Compro. 

Voltaero Cassio1Voltaero Cassio1
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As CTO of Airbus, Jean Botti 
launched the eFan program. Now 
he is the founder and CEO of a 
startup in France that wants to 
revolutionize General Aviation 
through a whole group of “Cassio” 
aircraft, from 4 to 10 seats, around 
a self-developed Hybrid Power 
system. The testbed for the power 
unit is a modified Cessna 337 Sky-
master with 2 additional Pull-Pro-
pellers on the booms.

VoltAero Cassio 1VoltAero Cassio 1
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The Cassio 1 is doing an extensive test program. CEO Jean Botti-left and his testpilot and cofounder Didier Esteyne.

The core of the Cassio family General Avia-
tion airplane is an electric-hybrid propulsion sys-
tem for safe, quiet, efficient, and eco-friendly flight.
The Cassio design is based on a sleek, aerody-
namically-optimized fuselage and a three-wing de-
sign. A forward fixed canard and a middle wing with 
twin booms that support a highset horizontal tail.
The modular family is planned from 4 to 10 persons 
and should have a flight duration of about 3.5 hours.
It will be certified to Europe’s EASA CS23 certification 
specification as a single-engine, general aviation cat-
egory aircraft and is designed from the start for a low 
cost of ownership. The single propp is driven by 1 com-
bustion engine combined with three electric motors but 
with a single lever control. 
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Market Watch

The Cassio aircraft will be offered in three versions, each 
sharing a high degree of modularity and commonality:
Cassio 330, a four-seat configuration with propulsion 
from a combined hybrid-electric power of 330 kilowatts;
Cassio 480, configured with six seats and a hy-
brid-electric propulsion power of 480 kilowatts;
Cassio 600, with a 10-seat capacity and hy-
brid-electric propulsion power of 600 kilowatts.
The VoltAero flight demonstrator, the Cassio 1 air-
craft, is validating Cassio’s powertrain configu-
ration, de-risking it for airworthiness certification.
Service entry targets early 2024, begin-
ning with the four-seat Cassio 330 version. 
VoltAero will produce the aircraft in the Nouvelle Aquita-
ine region of southwest France, they anticipate making 
approximately 150 aircraft annually.  

One combustion engine and 5 e-motors power the Cassio 1 prototype. Later versions will only have 
3 e-motors and the combustion engine. 









PIONEERS OF POWER

Powering new ways to fly - and your career.
At Rolls-Royce, we develop electrical technology to power the Advanced Air 
Mobility of the future: innovative power and propulsion systems for aircraft, as well 
as energy generation, storage and management solutions for airports. Join us as we 
enter this new era of aviation and pioneer the power that matters together with us.
 

Meet us at AERO Friedrichshafen in Hall A7.




